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ABSTRACT: Electrical metal contacts to two-dimensional (2D) semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs) are found to be the key bottleneck to the realization of high device performance due to strong Fermi level
pinning and high contact resistances (Rc). Until now, Fermi level pinning of monolayer TMDCs has been reported only
theoretically, although that of bulk TMDCs has been reported experimentally. Here, we report the experimental study on
Fermi level pinning of monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2 by interpreting the thermionic emission results. We also quantitatively
compared our results with the theoretical simulation results of the monolayer structure as well as the experimental results
of the bulk structure. We measured the pinning factor S to be 0.11 and −0.07 for monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2, respectively,
suggesting a much stronger Fermi level pinning effect, a Schottky barrier height (SBH) lower than that by theoretical
prediction, and interestingly similar pinning energy levels between monolayer and bulk MoS2. Our results further imply
that metal work functions have very little influence on contact properties of 2D-material-based devices. Moreover, we
found that Rc is exponentially proportional to SBH, and these processing parameters can be controlled sensitively upon
chemical doping into the 2D materials. These findings provide a practical guideline for depinning Fermi level at the 2D
interfaces so that polarity control of TMDC-based semiconductors can be achieved efficiently.

KEYWORDS: molybdenum disulfide, molybdenum ditelluride, transition metal dichalcogenides, Schottky barrier height,
Fermi level pinning, contact resistance

Ultrathin two-dimensional (2D) semiconducting tran-
sition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have received
significant attention for their potential utility in the

development of future low-power device applications, which
appear infeasible in the current silicon-based semiconductor
regime.1−3 Among the various TMDCs examined to date, MoS2
is considered to be the most promising material due to its
abundance in natural reserves and its feasibility in large-scale
synthesis.4 MoS2 is currently being intensively investigated in

various semiconductor applications because it exhibits a sizable
band gap in the range of 1.2−1.8 eV and a high on/off ratio of up
to 108.5 The absence of dangling bonds and a useful band gap
have enabled MoS2 applications in heterostructure device
prototypes, such as pn junctions, optoelectronic devices,
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memories, invertors, tunneling devices, as well as in emerging
flexible and transparent electronics.6−12MoTe2 has recently been
examined as an alternative promising 2D TMDC. The only
difference between MoS2 and MoTe2 is a chalcogen atom, but
their electrical structures are totally different from each other.
MoTe2 has a narrow band gap of 1.28 eV, and its phase is
reported to be transited by laser.13,14 Unlike MoS2, which
displays inherent n-type semiconductor behavior, MoTe2 can be
used in ambipolar field-effect transistors (FETs) that display an
on/off ratio of >106, a subthreshold swing of 140 mV/dec, and
comparative field effect and Hall mobilities of 10 cm2/V·s.15,16

Although MoS2 and MoTe2 have promising properties for
electronics, it is reported that charge transport in devices based
on 2Dmaterials is largely dominated by the contact properties of
these materials due to large surface ratio and the lack of chemical
bonding.17−19 Thus, understanding interfacial properties of 2D
materials and the bulk metal electrode is very important. In this
regard, Schottky barrier height (SBH) and contact resistance
(Rc) are important parameters for examining contact properties.
According to the Schottky−Mott rule, SBH is determined by the
work function of contact metal. However, the SBH between bulk
MoS2 and metal very weakly depend on the metal work function,
indicating a strong Fermi level pinning effect which induces high
contact resistance and obstructs realization of ohmic contact.20

The experimental studies on Fermi level pinning have been
carried out on multilayer MoS2. Theoretical calculations have
revealed a strong Fermi level pinning effect between monolayer
MoS2 and various metals, whereas an experimental study on
monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2 has not been examined yet.
In this work, we report the experimental study about Fermi

level pinning of monolayer MoS2 andMoTe2 by investigating the

SBH in FETs. Based on our results, we quantitatively compare
differences between theoretical and experimental results of
monolayer MoS2 andMoTe2. Furthermore, the relation between
SBH and electrical Rc is investigated with temperature
dependence. Finally, the surface charge transfer-based chemical
doping technique is employed to depin the Fermi level, and it
enabled suppression of Rc and polarity control by reducing the
SBH between a 2D material and a metal.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pinning Factor and Charge Neutrality Level. In order to

describe the Fermi level pinning effect, we adopted the pinning
factor and charge neutrality level.21 Figure 1 shows a schematic
image of a device structure and a conceptual band diagram of a
2D semiconductor−metal interface of monolayer TMDC and
metal. According to the Schottky−Mott rule, SBH for the
electron (ϕBn) is given by the difference between the work
function of a metal (ϕm) and the electron affinity of the
semiconductor (χ).

ϕ ϕ χ= −Bn m (1)

However, interface states formed between metal and a
semiconductor deviate the SBH from the Schottky−Mott rule,
resulting in Fermi level pinning. In that case, the electron SBH is
characterized quantitatively by introducing a pinning factor (S)
and charge neutrality level (CNL, ϕCNL).

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ χ ϕ= − + − = +S S b( ) ( )Bn m CNL CNL m (2)

These can be used as figures of merits calculated from the slope
of the linear fitted line and the SBH. That is, S was defined as the
slope S = dϕBn/dϕm, which varied from S = 1 for an unpinned

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of fabricated device. (b) Schematic illustration of pinning factor (S) and charge neutrality energy level (ϕCNL).
(c) Band diagram at the contact with interface states, including tunnel barrier (van der Waals gap), orbital overlapped TMDC under metal, and
defect states. These can modify the SBH and induce Fermi level pinning. (d) Optical image of a device structure used for the transmission line
method measurement. (e) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a monolayer MoS2 transistor on a 285 nm thick SiO2-covered Si
wafer. (f) TEM image of the FET channel region. Between van derWaals gaps, monolayerMoS2 is observed. TEM images of Pd contact (g) andTi
contact (h). Unlike the FET channel region, monolayer TMDCs under metal are distorted.
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interface to S = 0 for a strongly pinned interface. The y-intercept
(b) of the plotted line is related to the CNL, defined as the energy
above which the states of a neutral surface are empty. In other
words, the CNL is the energy at which the Fermi level of a metal
is pinned. The CNL could be estimated using the following
equation:21

ϕ χ= +
−

b
S1CNL (3)

Here, ϕCNL is estimated from the vacuum energy level. For S =
1, which indicates no pinning, SBH can be obtained from ϕBn =
ϕm − χ. By contrast, for S = 0, which indicates strong pinning,
SBH can be obtained from ϕBn = ϕCNL − χ, as shown in Figure
1b. Note that the pinning factor of conventional semiconducting
materials such as Si, GaAs, and Ge are known to be ∼0.3, 0.1,22
and 0.05.23 For the hole SBH, the methodology is described in
Supporting Information 1.
According to the theoretical calculations for monolayer MoS2,

tunnel barrier and orbital overlap are suggested to be the intrinsic
origins for Fermi level pinning.24−26 Theoretical pinning factors
of monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2 are suggested to be 0.31 and
−0.17, respectively. The band diagram of the interface is shown
in Figure 1c. Besides, the defect states including atomic vacancies
and structural defects in monolayer MoS2 may be responsible for
interfacial properties.27−29 The tunnel barrier, orbital overlap,
and defect states are hard to be precisely controlled and
measured but result in a weak dependence of SBH on the work
function of contact metals. As a result, most MoS2 FETs have
shown the stubborn n-type behavior with high Rc.
Fermi level pinning of MoS2 and MoTe2 can be characterized

experimentally by measuring SBH, associated with electrical
contacts between the 2D materials and metals. That is, in this
study, we measured SBH between TMDCs of MoS2 and MoTe2

and metals of titanium (Ti), chromium (Cr), gold (Au), and
palladium (Pd) by analyzing temperature dependency of the
electrical current. These metals are chosen to study Fermi level
pinning as low and high work function metals from 4.3 to 5.6
eV.30 Fabrication process steps and material details are in
Supporting Information 2 and 3.

Schottky Barrier Heights of Monolayer MoS2 and
MoTe2. Carrier transport at Schottky contacts can be described
by using the following thermionic emission eqs 4 and 5.31
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Here, W is the channel width, A2D* is the modified Richardson
constant, ϕBn is the Schottky barrier height, VD is the drain
voltage, and m* is the effective mass. The derivation of this
equation is described in Supporting Information 4. This
framework assumed that the application of a high drain voltage
(VD) reduces the influence of the Schottky barrier at the drain to
negligible levels, and the current flow is dominated by the SBH at
the source side, as shown in Figure S3a. So we applied VD = 1 V to
all of the tested devices for fair comparison. The low-temperature
I−V measurement method is employed to extract the SBHs of
multilayer MoS2 structures by using the thermionic emission
equations.20

Under this assumption, we measured the current as a function
of the temperature and extracted the SBH from the slope of a

Figure 2. Transfer curve and SBH obtained frommonolayer MoS2 FETs. Transfer curves obtained fromMoS2 with Ti (a), Cr (b), Au (c), and Pd
(d) at VD = 1 V, L = 1 μm,W = 2 μm. SBH VG of MoS2 for the metals of Ti (e), Cr (f), Au (g), and Pd (h). The blue and red dots indicate low-
temperature (173−293 K) and high-temperature (323−473 K) ranges from each transfer curve, respectively.
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linear fit to ln(I/T3/2) as a function of 1/T, using eq 5. Figures 2
and 3 plot the transfer curves and SBH obtained frommonolayer
MoS2 and MoTe2 devices as a function of temperature.
Regardless of the metal work function, all measured MoS2
devices showed n-type behavior, whereas the MoTe2 devices
showed ambipolar behavior with strong p-branch due to the
small band gap. The transfer curves were used to plot ln(I/T3/2)
as a function of 1/T, according to eq 5. The slope of a linear fit
yielded the effective SBH for the particular VG, as shown in
Figures 2e−h and 3e−h. The SBH for MoS2 in the low-
temperature range is indicated by the blue line in Figure 2e−h.
The SBH was underestimated due to the weak thermionic
emission at low temperature. In our experiments, the SBH of
monolayer MoS2 could not readily be obtained at a low-
temperature range of 173−293 K, due to the low thermal energy
and large band gap of the monolayer MoS2. Extracted SBH at the
low-temperature range can be misinterpreted whether it is low
Schottky contact or ohmic contact due to temperature-
independent characteristics arising from tunneling transport
through SBH. However, when the sample is at a high
temperature, the current significantly increases based on
activated thermionic emission. At the high temperature range
of 323−473 K, the thermionic emission equation was more
useful for extracting the SBH. If carrier transport is dominated by
thermionic emission, the application of VG changes the effective
SBH in a linear fashion. Applying VG from −40 V to a flat band
voltage (VFB), however, induces the carriers to tunnel through
the Schottky barrier, and their transport is no longer described by
thermionic emission alone. Thus, the SBH obtained at the end-
point of linearity indicates the true SBH (VG = VFB) between a
2D semiconductor and a metal. The temperature and VG

dependence of SBH are plotted in Figure S3b. The exact SBH
values and information are shown in Tables S1 and S2.

In Figure 3, transfer curves depending on temperature and the
effective SBH are shown. MoTe2 has a narrow band gap and
shows ambipolar behavior, thus it needed a different approach
from n-type MoS2. The hole current increased significantly with
increasing temperature at the low-temperature range, but the
electron current seemed to be independent of temperature. This
means that hole transport is dominated by thermionic emission,
but electron transport is dominated by tunneling through SB
rather than thermionic emission. As we mentioned in the above
paragraph and Figure S3b, electron SBH of MoTe2 also can be
underestimated. At the high-temperature range, electron current
seems to increase but is still not enough to extract electron SBH.
For this reason, the sum of the hole and electron SBHs is not
equal to the band gap (1.28 eV) of MoTe2. Additionally, the off
states of MoTe2 made it difficult to determine the true SBH at
VFB. That is, the hole and electron currents overlap each other
around off states. The exact SBH values and energy band
information are shown in Tables S3 and S4. In this regard, we
focused the hole SBH of MoTe2. Based on all measured SBHs of
monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2, Fermi level pinning is discussed
below.

Fermi Level Pinning of Monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2.
The SBH for monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2, extracted from this
study, the reported SBH for bulk MoS2,

20,32−39 and the
theoretical values for monolayer MoS2

24−26,40 are plotted
together as a function of the metal work function in Figure 4.
Detailed references to each point are summarized in Tables S5−
S7. We extracted the pinning factor and the CNL, based on eqs 2
and 3. The electron affinity of the monolayer is 4.28 eV13,25 with
a band gap of 1.88 eV.25 The results are compared with the band
diagram, as shown in Figure 4d−f. The experimental SBH
obtained from the monolayer MoS2 is lower than the theoretical
values, and the obtained pinning factor (S = 0.11) is lower than
the theoretical values (S = 0.31). Figure 4d shows the pinning

Figure 3. Transfer curve and SBH obtained frommonolayer MoTe2 FETs. Transfer curves obtained fromMoTe2 with Ti (a), Cr (b), Au (c), and
Pd (d) at VD = 1 V, L = 1 μm,W = 2 μm. SBH VG of MoTe2 for Ti (e), Cr (f), Au (g), and Pd (h). The blue and red dots indicate low-temperature
(173−273 K) and high-temperature (323−423 K) ranges from each transfer curve, respectively.
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energy levels for the employed metals obtained by theoretical
expectation and our experimental result. The calculated SBHs
(green dots) are widely dispersed, whereas the experimental
SBHs (red dots) are converged below the conduction band. The
CNL of experimental and theoretical SBHs are 4.48 and 4.76 eV.
The extracted value of S = 0.11 indicates that the SBH is nearly
independent from the metal work function close to the strong
Fermi level pinning around the CNL of 4.48 eV. The
experimental CNL close to the conduction band (<0.20 eV
from the conduction band) displays a SBH lower than that from
the calculation. The experimental and theoretical SBH40 values
obtained from MoTe2 are plotted in Figure 4b,e. Our MoTe2
devices display strong p-type and weak n-type properties, so we
only plot the hole SBH. An S of −0.07 is obtained from
monolayer MoTe2, which is lower than the theoretically
extracted value of −0.17,40 indicating very strong Fermi level
pinning at the metal−MoTe2 interface. The experimental and
theoretical CNLs of monolayer MoTe2 are 4.19 and 4.77 eV.
MoTe2 shows an ambipolar behavior with the strong p-branch,
and the hole SBHs are pinned near the valence band.
Difference in Theoretical and Experimental Results of

Fermi Level Pinning. The discrepancies between experimental
and theoretical values can be caused by the presence of defect
states, which are attributed to atomic vacancies introduced
during synthesis or process-induced defects. The previous
theoretical values were obtained by considering only the tunnel
barrier and orbital overlap without defects.24,25,40 The pristine
surfaces of 2D MoS2 and MoTe2 without dangling bonds
contribute to form van der Waals gap that acts as a tunnel barrier.
In the monolayer structure, the d-orbital of Mo atoms can be
overlapped by adjacent metal with the weakened intralayer Mo−
S bonding. Thus, dangling-bond-free surface and ultrathin body

are regarded as the primary reason for a weak dependence of the
metal work function on SBH. Meanwhile, it has been reported
that the defects affected contact properties.41,42 Atomic vacancies
in 2D materials are considered as defects that induce interface
states. The S vacancies and Mo vacancies in MoS2 can act as
donors and acceptors, respectively, at different spatial points of
the same sample.43 The formation energy of S vacancies is lower
than that of Mo vacancies, so S vacancies can be formed easily.41

The pinning energy level induced by S vacancy is near the
conduction band.28,42 This means that rich S vacancies result in
Fermi level pinning stronger than that in theoretical calculations.
In the case of Ti contact, theoretical SBH decreased from 0.28 to
0.15 eV due to intrinsic vacancies in monolayer MoS2.

44

Experimentally, the concentration of S vacancies in monolayer
MoS2 is N = (1.2 ± 0.4) × 1013 cm−2 by STEM.29 However, it is
hard to measure defects between metal and 2D semiconductors.
The TEM images of the contact region in Figure 1g,h show that
distorted MoS2 under contact metal are likely introduced during
the fabrication process. The deposition pressure45,46 and even
low electron doses47 used for electron beam lithography can
modify thin MoS2 flakes and form an additional interlayer
between TMDCs and metal. While fabricating all the devices, we
applied the same electron dose of 400 μC/cm2 and a deposition
pressure of ∼10−5 Torr. These experimental conditions are
expected to affect monolayer MoS2 under metal contact due to
the sensitive surface of monolayer TMDCs. For this reason, we
supposed that the defects and experimental conditions were the
origins of the discrepancies.
MoS2 and MoTe2 differ with respect to their chalcogen atoms,

which provide distinct band structures. The pinning factor
obtained from MoTe2 was much lower than that obtained from
MoS2 because the band gap of MoTe2 is relatively small, and the

Figure 4. Fermi level pinning of MoS2 and MoTe2. (a,b) SBH of MoS2 and MoTe2 for the various metal work functions. The pinning factors S
were obtained from fits using the Schottky−Mott rule (dotted line), our extracted monolayer SBH (red line), and the calculated monolayer SBH
(black line and dot). (d,e) Fermi level pinning with respect to theoretical SBH and extracted SBH for monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2. (c,f)
Comparison of the Fermi levels in the bulk MoS2 and monolayer MoS2 (orange line, conduction band edge; green line, valence band edge; blue
bar, charge neutrality level; blue S, the pinning factor).
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material shows distinct chalcogen vacancy levels and a different
optical dielectric constant.41 In terms of defect states, the S
vacancy energy levels of MoS2 are located below the conduction
band,41 supporting the stubborn n-type performance and similar
location with our experimental CNL ofmonolayerMoS2. The Te
vacancy energy levels of MoTe2 are located in the middle of the
band gap,41 supporting ambipolar behavior of MoTe2. The CNL
of MoTe2 obtained from our experiment was hard to compare
with chalcogen vacancy levels due to electron tunneling transport
overriding thermionic emission. Unlike monolayer MoS2,
monolayer MoTe2 cannot be sustained under ambient air. This
is because telluride compounds are acutely sensitive to oxygen
exposure, causing the energy level to fall to deep level states.48

We tried to avoid air exposure, as shown in experimental
methods. It is understood that our MoTe2 was degraded due to
the sensitive surface of the monolayer. Unstable telluride may
carry many Te vacancies, which are expected to intensify Fermi
level pinning.
Thickness Dependence of Fermi Level Pinning. Figure

4c,f shows the SBH of monolayer and bulk MoS2. The effect of
the 2D material thickness on the SBH is expected to depend on
its band gap and the electron affinity. The band gap of MoS2
increased as the thickness decreased from ∼1.2 eV (indirect) to
∼1.9 eV (direct).13 The electron affinity of the monolayer is 4.28
eV with a band gap of 1.88 eV.25 Several studies have reported
that the electron affinity of the bulk material is ∼4 eV.20,49 This
electron affinity suggested that the SBH should decrease as the
thickness decreased; however, the extracted SBH50 values did not
follow this expected trend. The theoretically predicted SBH for
bilayer MoS2 was also lower than that predicted for the
monolayer26 because interlayer coupling enhanced the electron
injection efficiency. These results suggest that the electron
affinity of the bulk exceeded that of the monolayer. Here, we
selected an electron affinity value of 4.45 eV, based on DFT
simulations of bulk MoS2.

51 Figure 4c,f plots the Fermi level
pinning factors measured from bulk MoS2 and monolayer MoS2.
Interestingly, despite having distinct band structures, the bulk
CNL (4.57 eV) and the monolayer CNL (4.48 eV) were close to
one another (less than∼0.1 eV). In other words, regardless of the
layer thickness, the energy level at which the metal was pinned
tended to remain unchanged. The pinning factor of the
monolayer, which was 0.11, was closer to zero than the
corresponding value of the bulk, which was 0.15. This is because
the monolayer MoS2 may have a more sensitive surface due to
high surface area to volume ratio.25 The defect states and

weakened intralayer Mo−S bonding strengthen the pinning
effect of monolayer MoS2 more than that of the bulk MoS2.

Relation between Rc and SBH. It is reasonable to expect
that Rc and SBH of 2Dmaterials are closely related to each other.
Here, we explored the relationship between SBH and Rc. SBH
was determined by measuring current−voltage (I−V) character-
istics at various temperatures, whereas Rc was measured via the
transmission line method (TLM). The total resistance measured
between two terminals (Rtotal) in the FET devices could be
decomposed into two components: 2Rc and Rch: Rtotal = 2Rc +
Rch, where Rch is the channel resistance. Rc of 2D semiconductors
depends mainly on the number of layers and VG; Rc increases
exponentially with decreasing thickness. The reported Rc of
monolayer MoS2 is 10−103 kΩ·μm.19 Figure 5a shows
temperature-dependent resistances of MoS2/Cr from 170 to
470 K. The range of 170−293 K corresponded to the region in
which Rc dominated carrier transport, weakly depending on
temperature. This is because electron transport across the energy
barrier is dominated by tunneling.17 However, from 323 K, the Rc
decreases abruptly with decreasing Rtotal due to activated
thermionic emission. This means that the carrier transport
changed from tunneling to thermionic emission between 323
and 373 K. In contrast, the Rch increases slightly based on thermal
scattering, and then the ratio of Rc became less than that of Rch at
423 K. The transition in the carrier transport mechanism also
affected the extraction of SBH. In order to describe the
relationship between Rc and effective SBH, Rc dependent on
temperature was plotted as a comparison with SBH, as shown in
Figure 5b. The SBH and the logarithmically scaled Rc decreased
according to a common trend. Other metal contact results are
shown in Figure S4 and show a similar relationship. These
relationships were confirmed by plotting the logarithm of Rc as a
function of SBH. Figure 5b clearly reveals an exponential
relationship: log(Rc) ∝ SBH. The slope of Rc against SBH
decreases with increasing temperature due to dominant
thermionic emission.
In order to depin the Fermi level and further explore SBH-

dependent Rc, we prepared n- or p-type doped MoS2 and MoTe2
devices in which the depinning with polarity change can be
demonstrated, by using chemical doping techniques involving
benzyl viologen52 or gold chloride (AuCl3),

53 respectively. The
SBH and Rc as a function of the gate bias are presented in Figure
S5. These results imply that chemical doping even onto the
channel can control both SBH and Rc with polarity changes.
However, Rc values of monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2 after
opposite type chemical doping are lower than that of the same

Figure 5. Relationship between Rc, SBH, and temperature (a) Plots of Rc vs temperature for MoS2 (VG = 40 V, VD = 1 V), and (b) Rc vs SBH for a
MoS2/Cr FET at various temperatures. Rc decreased with increasing temperature and was exponentially proportional to SBH.
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type chemical doping. This is because the pristine polarities of
TMDCs are still maintained against opposite type chemical
doping due to the stubborn Fermi level pinning effect. The
exponential relationship between SBH andRc was no longer valid
because the SBH decreased significantly to near 0 eV. This means
that, although SBH determines Rc sensitively, controlling SBH
has a limitation to obtain very low Rc.

CONCLUSION
The Fermi level pinning and contact resistance of FETs formed
using 2D molybdenum dichalcogenides were investigated
systematically by fabricating monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2
transistors using various metal contacts, including Ti, Cr, Au,
and Pd. From temperature-dependent I−V, we obtained the
experimental Schottky barrier heights and the pinning factor S
between the metallic electrodes and the monolayer MoS2 and
MoTe2. The pinning factors of monolayer MoS2 and MoTe2 are
0.11 and −0.07, respectively. The CNL of monolayer MoS2 is
4.48 eV less than 0.2 eV from the conduction band, whereas the
CNL of monolayer MoTe2 is 4.48 eV higher than 0.22 eV from
the valence band. A comparison of our results with previous
analytical reports shows much stronger Fermi level pinning and
lower SBH than theoretical values. These results imply the
influence of defect states caused by atomic vacancies and
experimental artifacts. Interestingly, the CNL of the monolayer
(4.48 eV) and bulk (4.57 eV) MoS2 were found to be similar,
suggesting that the pinning energy level was not affected by the
band structure, despite the change in the thickness of the 2D
materials. Additionally, Rc obtained in this work is exponentially
proportional to SBH, suggesting that Rc can be widely varied by
controlling SBH. We also achieved depinning via chemical
doping of MoS2 using benzyl viologen and AuCl3.

METHODS
Device Fabrication. The SBH and Rc were measured by fabricating

many electrodes separated by various channel lengths. These electrodes
were used for the TLM measurements. Fabrication process steps are in
Supporting Information 1. A p-Si wafer covered with a 285 nm thick
SiO2 layer was used as the substrate and was ultrasonically cleaned in
acetone and isopropyl alcohol prior to use. Before exfoliation, the
substrates were subjected to oxygen plasma treatment to remove
ambient adsorbents. For our studies, MoS2 was supplied by 2D
Semiconductors andMoTe2 by HQGraphene. The details onMoS2 and
MoTe2 samples are described in Supporting Information 3. After using
Scotch-tape to exfoliate the MoS2 and MoTe2 flakes, we lightly rubbed
the flakes and annealed them for 10 min at 100 °C. These steps yielded
large thin flakes,54 as shown in Figure S1a. The channel region was
defined by applying plasma etching using a SF6/O2 gas mixture. A
uniform channel of width of 2 μmwas prepared, as shown in Figure S1b.
All the flakes are rinsed in acetone and isopropyl alcohol to remove
adsorbents. For patterning, we used double PMMA layers (495 PMMA
A4 and 950 PMMA A6), which enable facile development. Electrodes
were patterned via electron beam lithography (JEOL JSM-7001F for
SEM; Raith ELPHY Plus and Quantum for lithography; dose = 400 μC/
cm2, beam step size = 0.05 μm). Metals were deposited via electron
beam evaporation (Korea Vac, KVE-E2000) at 10−5 Torr. The contact
metals of Ti, Cr, Au, and Pd with different work functions (Ti, 4.3 eV;
Cr, 4.5 eV; Au, 5.2 eV; Pd, 5.6 eV)30 provided by iTASCO (purity, 4N,
99.99%) were used. Each of these deposited metals are 5 nm thick, and
they are subsequently subjected to 50 nm thick Au deposition, as shown
in Figures 1 and S1c. All of the devices were annealed at 423 K in
forming gas (Ar/H2) environment for 3 h to make the surface clean. To
prevent reaction with ambient air, all the devices were kept in a vacuum
desiccator. All the electrical measurements were conducted using a
semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent 4155C) under vacuum
(MSTECH, vacuum chamber M6VC). For low-temperature electrical

measurement using liquid nitrogen, a probe machine (MSTECHMST-
1000B) was used. The details on MoS2 and MoTe2 samples are
described in Supporting Information 2. Figure 1e−h shows cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy images of MoS2/Ti and
MoS2/Pd transistors.

p-Type Dopant Preparation.Gold(III) chloride (AuCl3; >99.99%
trace metal basis; Sigma-Aldrich) and acetonitrile (CH3CN) were
prepared. Next, 0.034 g of AuCl3 (20 mM) and 5 mL of CH3CN were
injected into each vial. All of the air inside the vial was replaced by
nitrogen through the degassing process. Then, 5 mL of CH3CN was
injected into a vial including AuCl3 using an injector. After being stirred
for a few minutes, when all of the solute was dissolved in solvent, the
inside of the vial became a vacuum state. Finally, the prepared dopant
solution was placed into a glovebox to be applied to our target sample.

n-Type Dopant Preparation. Three milliliters of DI water was
injected into NaBH4. After being stirred for 3−4 min, NaBH4 was well
dissolved in the DI water. Then, 10 mL of DI water, 10 mL of toluene,
and 0.151 g of NaBH4 were injected in order inside a vial containing
0.0409 g of benzyl viologen (equivalent to 20 mM solution). Afterward,
all of the substances were mixed well. The stirring process was used for
10 h. After the stirring process was completed, we could check that two
layers were clearly formed. A Schlenk line was used to make a vacuum,
and the fabricated dopant solution was placed into a glovebox. The top
layer of solvent was applied to our target sample.
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